G’day «Hash_name», it’s Shazza again.
You might get this twice, sorry Bazza is a bit technically challenged!
Thought I’d give you a quick update on Croc Nash Hash up here in sunny Port Douglas. (not Port
Macquarie, not Port Augusta and not Port Lincoln)
All is going well up this way. The water temperature is getting back up there so I don’t mind a dip
now again
Over 470 Hashers are already registered so the more the merrier. So tell your mates about us and
talk about it Hash next week.

There are still about 40 hashers who paid a deposit in Ballarat and have not taken up a rego yet. The
cheap back to back regos are finished but we will still honor the $50 deposit off the current price of
$360 till the 1st April 2018.

But back to business….. Checking out the pubs in the area and I’m very happy to report that they all
have cold beer. We are working the venues for registration location, red dress run start & finish and
other runs during the week. We’ve been checking the beach trails – but Bazza’s 4 metre cousin
keeps swimming up & down 4 Mile Beach and scaring the tourists out of the water !!
And a couple of pre‐things are happening……
One is a tag along caravan/camping/drive hash party being organized by Canberra Caravan &
Camping Hash. Starting somewhere down south and you join in anywhere on their way north. All the
information is on the web page. So check it out.
Also, we are thinking about something different – have a look at the ‘Savannahlander’.
https://www.savannahlander.com.au they have a 4 day Cairns to Cairns trip and we thought why
not fill it with Hashers. We have started talking with them & they even have a built esky in the
train/Rail motor, so that’s a good start for a great hash. Still too early to get a firm price but if you
might be interested in a pre‐lube get in touch.
Also my short little round mate, Weed, and another Harriette, Fiddler, are going down to the big
smoke – Sydney, for their 50 year run celebration. He wanted to go to Hobart as well but time &
money rules all Hashers. Anyway I am a bit worried for him, he is not used to big city with lots of
people & traffic & things so if you see him – he will be wearing a bright shirt – you can ask him
anything about Croc Nash Hash he might not know the answer but he will make it up.
And as I said he is not very city wise and he is getting older so if you see him in the gutter pick him up
and point him home, if you know a joke tell him & if he is with a Harriette (he won’t know what to
do anyway) DONT let Mole` find out!!!
On On for now
Shazza

